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A non-profit corporation formed to publish a magazine dealing pri-
marily with homosexuality. from the scientific, historical and critical
point of view ••• books, magazines, pamphlets ... to sponsor edu-
cational programs, lectures and concerts for the aid and benefit of
social variants, and to promote among the general public an interest,
knowledge and understanding of the problems of variation •.• to
sponsor research and promote the integration into society of such
persons whose behavior and inclinations vary from current moral
and social standards.
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ARCADIE
Monthly magazine in French; literary and scientific,
infrequent photos and drawings. $9. yearly'.

162 Rue Jeanne d'Arc, Paris XIII, France.

VRIENDSCHAP
Monthly magazine in Dutch; photos and drawings,
also articles about women. $4. yearly.

Postbox 542, Amsterdam, Holland.

ICSE NEWSLETTER
Published every other month by the International
Committee for Sexual Equality. Available in English,
French or German. $5. yearly.

Postbox 1564, Amsterdam, Holland .
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Publication Date Extended
Announced for publication May 31st, the new book,
Homosexuals Today, will appear in late July.
So much new and valuable material has reached the
editor from various parts of the world that the publi-
cation date has been extended to allow for its in-
clusion.

THANKS FOR YOUR KIND WORDS ..

ABOUT ONE CONFIDENTIAL

The second issue will be coming out before long and
sent to Contributing and Sustaining Members. Annual
Members who wish t; have it may do so by sending in
$15 to complete Contributing Membership dues.

* * * * * *
A very few information-packed copies remain of that
first issue. Your enrollment as a Member ~ill get
you a copy--as long as they last. BETTER HURRY!!'

113OOK. MANUSCRIPTS INVITED
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(;REENWICH BOOK PUBLISHERS. INC.
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INSURANCE
ACCIDENT AND/OR SICKNESS: INCOME REPLACEMENT
Life Insurance; Automobile; All forms of Insurance

at Standard Rates.

Call John Martin HO 3-3889 Los Angeles
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Bear With Us, Please ---
The BOOK SERVICE list and order form recently sent
to subscribers has brought so many orders that stocks
of some titles have been temporarily exhausted.
Orders will be filled as fast as new supplies can be
obtained from the publishers. In a few cases the
BOOK SERVICE will rtfund money sent for titles no
longer available.

WANTED: copies ofBarr - - - Ouatrefoi I & DerricksHenry - - Sex Variants, 2 vol. edition
We are constant buyers of all books on homosexual
themes in any quantity. Send list to VILLAGE THE-
ATER CENTER, lIS Christopher St., N.Y., 14, N.Y.

FOR RENT --- UNFURNISHED
$80.00 - Attractive 4 room studio apartment. One
bedroom. Separate entrance, floor heat, stove and
refrigerator. Hot and cold water paid. West Third
Street near the Farmers Market. Reply to Box A. One,
Inc.

S.YAFF

ANN CARLL REID

DON WILLIAMS

EDITOR

MANAGING EDITOR

ASSOCIATE EDITORS LYN PEDERSEN news & research
ROI!ERT GREGORY fiction
ALISON HUNTER women's dept.
ARMANDO QUEZON international

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS

ART DIRECTOR

CIRCULATION MANAGER

DONALD WEBSTER CORY

EVE ELLOREE

SCOTTI WILLIAMS
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ANNUAL MEMBERS ($10) ONE, Magazine for 1 year;
the first issue of ONE, CONFIDENTIAL, a ticket to the
Annual Meeting.
CONTRIBUTING MEMBERS ($ 25) ONE, Magazine for 1
year; the first TWO issues of ONE, CONFIDENTIAL
(second to contain a list of lawyers); a ticket to Annual
Meeting.
SUSTAINING ($50) OR ($5 per month) ONE Magazine
for 1 year; ONE, CONFIDENTIAL for 1 year; a ticket
to Annual Meeting.

ONE CONf/DEN r t s t
FOR VOTING & NON-VOTING MEMBERS

A fearless, hard-hitting occasional newsletter. Things
you ought to know not suitable for the general reader,
or newsstand circulation; special news to ONE's "fam-
ily," from the Library, Research, Social Service - all
the departments.
YOU MUST BE A MEMBER TO GET ONE, CONFI-
DENTIAL - ENROLL NOW!

First is sue, (out in March) containing the Corporation's
Annual Report, and other confidential material.

BECOME A PARTNER IN AN OUTSTANDINC EDUCATIONAL
AND SOCIAL SERVICE INSTITUTION

JOIN TODAY
incorporated

232 SOUTH HIli. STREET,LOS ANGELES J 2, CALIFORNIA

NAME ~-------------

STREET _

CITY ZONE __ STAT •••.E _

I ••mover twentyone (SI9n)------ _

EnclosedFind For _
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" . . a mystic bond
of brotherhood
makes all men one."

Carlyle
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As for me •••

Comment on Mr. Luther Allen's
art icLe, 'Some Personal Observa-
tions,' in the August, 1955,
issue of ONE.

There is only one point I
think mars this otherwise thor-
oughly fine piece. I comment
on it for the possible benefit
of any writer on the subject of
homosexuality, because I've seen
the same comparison, or analogy,
drawn in other articles.

It is unfortunate, I think,
as well as incorrect, to suggest
that homosexuality is a disease
by comparing it with a disease
such as cancer. Mr. Allen realizes
that homosexuality is NOT a dis-
ease. But the way in which he
brings in cancer by way of com-
parison would inevitably suggest
to an uninformed person that the
writer looked upon homosexuality
as a disease to be eradicated, or
that scientists so regarded it.

Now it is precisely the unin-
formed public who need to have
knowledge of the nature of homo-
sexuality presented in a clear and
unambiguous manner so that no false
conclusions will be drawn. So I
suggest that writers should always
use other comparisons which shall
be strictly valid.

The best one I can think of at
the moment is left-handedness.
More people are born right-handed
than left-handed, but the latter
condition is by no means uncom-
mon. It is not looked upon by
anybody as a malady or disgrace.
At worst it may be thought of as
a mildly inconvenient oddity. It
in no way impairs one's esteem for
the left-handed person.

I:m

Sometimes, too, a person has
golden eyes, or green eyes, or
eyes the color of an egg-plant.
Some people have absolute pitch,
hypersensitive taste or smell or
vision, extra-good teeth. Writers
will doubtless be able to think of
other comparisons and analogies.

But let's stop implying in any
way that homosexuality is a dread
diseas&

person ofaxcl usively heterosexual
response who lives a life of sexual
abstinence not be heterosexual?
Even chastity does not neutralize
or change the direction of one's
sexual attraction. I have heard
some bi-sexuals who Rractice the
homosexual side of their nature
deny that they are homosexual when
by definition they are both hetero-
sexual and homosexual. And some
transvestites, including certain
famous ones who could afford the
trip to Denmark (to become trans-
sexual), have had too much pride
to admit being homosexual, though

they openly write and speak of
their sexual attraction for per-
sons of their own ~revious' sex,
thereby denying the very defini-
tion of the term. However, this
is not to say that all trans-
vestites are homosexual.

No matter how much we homo-
sexuals and psychologists may
disagree on some things about us,
we should at least be careful to
be correct in our usage of termi-
nclogy.

Mr. E. B.
Berkeley, Calif.

W. J. There can be no constructive homosexual contribution to society as a whole until
homosexuals themselves become fully aware of a certain vague, but extremely vital no-
man's-land that already exists between themselves and heterosexual society in general.

Naturally all homosexuals tend to see their own problems out of proportion to other
people's problems; a homosexual is so intimately and peculiarly concerned with his
unique situation that he tends to forget a heterosexual person has problems just as
great, if not greater, than his.

We are concerned, then, with the solution to human problems, and we are all in-
volved in the task of discovering how human beings can live together peacefully and
fruitfully-whether men, women, homosexual or heterosexual. In searching for solu-
tions to his own discomfort, a homosexual should always keep in mind that the means
whereby he attains a more enjoyable level of living may point the way to means that
may help others.

Every homosexual is duty bound to be more tolerant than any heterosexual. Besides
the obvious means in which he can practice this broadmindedness and tolerance, the
homosexual is obliged to acquire a perspicacity that, possibly, the heterosexual does not
need. This obligation entails becoming acquainted with the cultural no-man's-land al-
ready mentioned. It is not easily defined.

In the stories and novels of Thomas Mann, the work of Andre Gide and Hermann
Hesse, the poems of Rilke, the philosophy of Christian existentialists such as Gabriel'
Marcel, the research of certain men of science-in thinking such as this we find the
path toward a future integration of the homosexual being in a heterosexual world.

It is first of all necessary that a homosexual understand that, already, some brilliant
heterosexuals and homosexuals have discovered subtle solutions to crass problems.

Our world is one of values. Both homosexuals and heterosexuals have to work with
values in order to find their salvation. Let us try to make - not a "homosexual" world,
with ridiculous talk of legalized marriage, etc., and not a "heterosexual" world, which
with its prejudices and ignorance - but a human world.

Is this possible?

Gentlemen:
Mr. G. of Boston suggested a

new sub-title for One - ~he ma-
gazine for Homosexuals and Les-
bians.' That's like saying 'cattle
and cows.' Woops! Pardon me,
Iadies. 'Deer and doe' - that's
better, isn't it? The word 'homo-
sexual' is derived from the Greek
'homos' meaning 'same' (not from

the Latin 'homo' for 'man'), and
means sexual attraction for per-
sons of the same sex. ~etero-
sexuality' is also a word of Greek
origin stemming from 'heteros'
meaning 'other' or 'different,'
and means sexual attraction for
persons of the opposite sex.
Modern use of the word ~esbian'
with reference to the female
homosexual comes from the Isle
of Lesbos in the Aegean Sea where
Sappho, a Grecian homosexual
poetess, wrote love poems to girls
600 B.C.

Even some psychiatrists (who
should know better) have pulled
some real boners in their defi-
nition of 'homosexuality.' Some
I imit its meaning to 'the practice
of homosexual relations.' Would a Mexico City.
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MIAMI'S
NEW TYPE WITCHHUNT

by Lyn Pedersen

Fashions in wi tches come and go. Cotton Mather's famed
hunt victimized heretics and odd women. More primitive
tribes were prone to hunt the wi tch to 0 ffset sudden dis-
ease or ill luck. The Old Testament prescribes the ordeal
by stones but doesn't define the witch. Negr oe s , Jews and
others have had their turn at the stake. Today , fashion
favors political definitions, but the big hunt for red
witches has turned a bit stale. The Miami News, expert
in that field, has tried a new versiont known as 'queer
bai t in g , '

Feature of their technique, guaranteed to p r ej ud i ce ,
is the overused term p e r ve r t , a catchall word painting
all homosexuals as rapistst child molesters and sex mur-
derers, alarming the public with a specter of hordes of
predatory men bent on perverting schoolboys. 1his may
be di sho n e s t , but it sells papers.

If Miamians are "no r maL," that is if they resemble
Americans in general, -r ou ghI y 30,QOO resident male Miami
adults have engaged in overt homosexual acts; half that
number: frequently. About 4,000 Miamians are homosexual
for life. These conservative estimates, based on Kin-
sey's figures, do not take into account the News' hysteri-
cal cl aim that the touris t town is overrun by the nation's
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For this one must up the ante considerably.
the News has run countless features on the pre-
perverts, they've never bothered with anything
as a nose-count, or any real investigation of

homosexual life. Probably no other large paper in the
country has published as many lines of uninformed and ma-
Ii cious nonsense on thi s subj ect.

Not that the News has been alone in the Miami witch-
hunt: the Herald keeps right in there pitching. Both play
the flashy approach, appealing to and aggravating danger-
ou s public passions, pretending to serve community wel fare
by go ading ambi tious or foolish poli ticians on to a full-
scale pogrom.

A democratic society needs a public press which will
report the news with minimum bi a s , and not incite its
readers to irrational, chauvinistic, mob-type actions.
That the press canso incite has been too often demon-
strated. Yet a society, though. it deplores the smut-and-
slander tactics, cannot democratically curb the rabble-
rousing or guttersnipe segments of the press, nor demand
intelligence, responsibility or tolerance of them.

perverts.
But though
valence of
so rou tine

• • • *
Miami is mostly a pretty town, not well planned, mis-

erably equipped culturally, but nonetheless quite attrac-
tive to persohs hoping to transplant. Homosexuals are
prone to leave their small hometowns for big cities. No
doubt some go to Miami. The town, wi th ten times its 1920
population, has advertized widely. Though smaller and
sleazier than New York, L.A. and such, Miami has some ad-
vantages, particularly sun.

This writer would gladly urge homosexuals not to move
to Miami - but they won't listen. I wouldn't recommend
L.A. either, yet I live here. We don't de.cide where to
live merely on erratic local attitudes toward homosexu-
ality, but must count other considerations, climatic,
cultural and economic.

Miami Police Chief Wal ter Headley has been the scape-
goat in a long hypocritical howl by the papers and ex-
Mayor Aronovitz to 'drive the homosexual out of Miami.'
Denying wild claims of a homosexual crime wave, Headley
said crimes involving homosexuals can best be controlled
if homosexuals aren't driven underground. Police lack
authority, he added, to wage the sort of war on homosexu-
als that his critics demand. Besides, if he tried to run
all the homosexuals out of town, 'members of some of the
best families would lead the parade.'

* * • •
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Poli tics in Florida is a rough and dirty game. Can-
didates must prove undying opposi tion to r eds , 'queers,'
integration - and corruption. 1hough the louder a poli tico
attacks corruption, the more certain he is to be disco-
vered up to his own fat neck in it. Typically, the cur-
rent election campaign in Florida is marked by scandals,
bitterness and wild charges {accounting for the anti-
homosexual drive - which could hardly sprout from excess
purity in a fleshpot like Miami.

A Dade County grand jury accused Miami Judges Hol t and
Prunty of serious but profitable malpractices. State
Atty. Brautigam (recently attacked in Miami Life for ra-
cial integration in his office) was under heavy fire for
attempting to suppress the jury report as irresponsible.

Miami Life is a pornographic weekly featuring gutter
poli ti cs , homo-bai t in g, ads for Miami Bur l ey-Q houses and
even ads for female impersonator shows. Its publisher,
Ruebin Clein, is running for Sheriff against incumbent
Tom Kelly, also famed for bitter attacks on deviates. In
two small pamphlets printed and widely distributed by
Clein in April (and also in a vivid public meeting, on TV
and in a Herald ad) he charged Kelly with lying under
oath, fostering racial integration, beating his wife, and
frequent homosexual acts (described in terms One wouldn't
dare r ep r i.n tv I

Thi s was based on pu r p o r ted ofIi ci al tr an scrip ts 0 f a
lie-detector test taken by Kelly in 1952. He was quoted
as explicitly describing homo-sex-play from the age of 13
up thru recent incidents and his intimate relations with
a homosexual businessman (named) whom he met in Paris, and
who brought him to Miami, 'kept' him for weeks, offered
him money to start a business. Several con tacts described
in lewd detail. Throughout, he expressed strong distaste
fo r such persons and acti vi ties - whi ch seemed constan tl y
forced on him. There were further alleged quotes (mis-
leadingly arranged) from the Herald, and a telling claim
that in 1952 Kelly's lawyer t.hr e a t.en e d, but never filed,
a $250,000 libel suit against Clein for publishing the
alleged polygraph interview.

Kelly called the present pamphlets 'an effort by Clein
to get the same 01 d garbage in to the newspap ers again be-
fore the election .... The material contained in the
booklets is the same which the grand jury investigated
and cleared me of during the last campaign. My attorney
and my advisers have instructed me not to do anything a-
bout the matter until after the election.

• 10

Clein replies that the grand jury cleared Kelly of one
specific charge and not the Gehr and Reid (the polygraph
technicians) charges. 'This is the tru th,' he says, 'or
we would not dare print it.'

If Sheriff Kelly did not make the admissions attri-
buted to him, he should easily sue and collect. It does
appear that these charges have been made previously and
somewhat di s cr edi t.ed. I hold no brief for Thomas Kelly, nor
for the guttersniping of Reubin J. Clein. It is of course
ironic that 'Clean-out-the-perverts' Kelly should be-
charged with repeated homosexual acts, considering how
Li ttle reason homosexuals have to 'cl aim' him. Several
read~rs have written One about Kelly's alleged well-known
gay adventurings, and about alleged 'protection payments'
by gay bars, but we had let it pass. (One had a brush with
the Sheriff when he indignantly protested receiving One,
though he or someone using his address had subscribed.)
I t does go to show how hard it is to tell the wi tches from
the witch hunters.

Candidate Cl e in , as lusty a homo-baiter as any Florida
vote huckster, also promises, if elected, never to permit
race mingling. 'The threat of being accused of violating
someone's civil rights will not deter us from that course.

* * * >I<

In the Sunday News, staffer Jane Wood (who the week be-
fore tried in vain to defend Miami agains t the Ten Command-
ments) did a fine fullpage interview with ex-Mayor Arono-
vitz (driving force behind 1954 homo-witchhunt) - who's
preparing his autobiography for publication.

Son of an immigrant, he was run out of Jacksonville in
1919 for daring to call a Negro, his first legal client,
'Mister' in court. He later settled in Miami and became
known as a hard, and can t ank e rou s, battler against gouging
utili ties and grafting poli ticos. The type 0 f poll. tician
any ci ty migh t be proud 0 f , he will yet be most remembered,
regrettably, for his bigoted campaign against homosexuals.

Mr. Aronovitz denied, in a letter to One, ever advo-
cating harassing homosexuals (the News frequently quoted
him, before and after, as demanding just that), His letter
added, 'Miami is not required to provide a haven for the
homosexuals and deviates of the nation.' Maybe not, in ex-
actly that sense. But Miami or any other town must come
to give fair, non-discriminatory treatment to those of its
citizens (and visitors) who are homosexual, just as to o-
ther minorities - punishing them, when they break laws that
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are Law, for the offense, and not for the condition in which
they were created. And Miami can better put its civic
house in order when politicians stop using homo-baiting
as a smoke screen to cover up more lucrative vices and
rougher scandals.

Many men before Mr. Aronovi tz have championed 1 iberty
in one area and been blind to it in another: slaveholding
signers of the Declaration of Independence; the liberal
but anti-Seml.tic Voltaire; anti-Nazis often blind to Sta-
lin's equal inhumanity; civil rights defenders who ignore
raids on homosexuals; and those who decry conformist
trends in all but sex matters, urging pious plans for
psycho-concentration camps where doctors (who admit they
don't know how) will attempt to 'cure' sexual non-conform-
i sts.

This is the irony that often makes yesterday's liberal
tomorrow's reactionary. The application of moral stan-
dards does move, by jumps and jerks. In 1919 Abe Arono-
vitz was radical to say 'Mister' to a Negro. (Everybody
'knew' all Negroes were born s ex= cr imin al s i ] Today much
of that battle is won or winning. Now it is radical to
suggest that homosexuals also be 'called Mister.' Nearly
everybody nowadays, including Mr. Aro no vi t z, 'knows' all
homosexuals are sex criminals.

That some few (like many heterosexuals) offend with
minors, is no valid ground for general attacks on homo-
sexuals. This is as foolish as the Southern canard that
every Negro is a rapist. It's time the two lies were laid
together.

And for the Miami News, et. al.: Could we suggest you
might report the other side a bit; how average homosexuals
actually live, what they want out of life? And if you
should try to give this a whirl don't do it the easy way,
by merely edging into a bar, cornering the first loud-
mouthed 'queen' in sight and quoting that one to repre-
sent the group.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
What is a minority? The chosen heroes of this earth
have been in a minority. There is not a social, poli-
tical, or religious privilege that you enjoy today, that
was not bought for you by the blood and tears and pa-
tient suffering of the minority. It is the minority that
have ..•.. achieved all that is noble in the history of the
world.

John Ballantine Gough
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COMMANDMENT

One has to die to know what death is,
One has to know what laughte r is
When pride has fought with passion
And lost, is laughed at.

One has to be outnumbered
To see outnumbered causes
And pitch in shoulders
In fight for future fruits.

One has to know what pain is,
To delve beyond the tide of drink
And find beneath some mimic airs
The swollen core of night.

One has to learn the spirit' s code
Before the pass of judgement
And know what life in hidden cells
Can do to souls of men .

And then one may sit in judgment
Yes, then one may laugh if one will,
But then one will not pass judgement,
And laughter shall be still.

.Bern Hard
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tangents
news & views

Frisco Area: Palo Alto police
in 2 week February drive, arrest
23 men (a neuro-psychiatrist, 7
st.anrord studen ts and a teache r)
in SP depot can. 8 charged with
felony sex perversion, rest with
misdemeanor lewd conduct. stu-
dents are 'on leave,' can re-
register after 'satisfactory evi-
dence of rehabilitation.' Teach-
case pending .... Police say men
not 'part of a ring' but apparent-
ly driven from Frisco by police
pressure there.
Frisco police pressure? New May-
or, dairyman Christopher, and new
Topcop talk broadly of stopping
graft and vice. KENO's closed due
t6 B-girls next door (same li-
cense) .
Frisco cops miffed at new chief's
ban on 'rakeoff.' De p , Chief
says morale 'only low among those
who, for the first time in their
lives, have to live on their sal-
aries.' .... For nixing fire-
works, the Chief got booed in
Chinatown New Year parade. Some
set off anyhow - no arrests.
Rain scared off famed supersize
papier-mache dragon so parade was
kinda dull. Mayor didn't even
show.
Two weeks after Palo Alto round-
up, 35 'peace officers' (Sheriff s
office, MP's, AJcoholic Beverage
agents and hiway patrolmen) in-
vaded Hazel's Bar in Sharp's Park,
south of Frisco, joining under-

by dal mcintire

covermen inside (one dyed hair
silver-blue so he wouldn't look
out-of-place). SOme 200 customers
lined up for identification. 77
men, 10 women, 3 teen-agers booked
in Redwood City on vagrancy charges
released on $50 bail (to raise
bail, one phoned his apartment -
party in full swing, sans host).
Bar operator Helen Nickola charged
on two counts of permitting danc-
ing without license, released on
$250 bail.
Sheriff Whitmore, who'd climbea
on the bar and shouted, 'This is
a raid,' said he could've got 100
more if he'd had transportation.
He said bar under observation since
Dec. when began drawing crowds.
Those arrested slated to appear

.before SOuth S. F. Municipal Judge
Thomas Bocci. Aside from few who
skipped bail, all pleaded not guil-
ty, demanded separate trials (not
welcomed by part time judge who
spends most of day at real estate
biz), nonetheless 23 had a mass
trial, found guilty, are repor-
tedly appealing, with ACLU back:
ing.
Frank Fullenwider, Liquor Bd. ad~
ministrator, filed complaint next
day on Helen's Bar as 'hangout for
perverts,' which by a recent state
Iaw may mean loss of license... . .
Lt. Don Scott, of Frisco sex de-
tail, commented: 'Good, we've been
keeping the heat on them here.'
Mill Valley architect and San
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Rafael man charged regarding Ma-
rin teeners .... Oakland laborer
had faced 3 juries on a morals
charge. Three juries failed to
agree. Meantime he's had 8 months
in jail. 'Triple jeopardy' yet .
. . . .San ~entin guard nabbed in
motel with Air Force Sgt.
KWAK KWAK:
LA, which gave birth to Matta-
chine, One and NASR, has now
spawned a critter of a different
sort, a homosexual pseudo-reli-
gious cult, which hopes to 'get
the homosexual masses marching to-
gether in closed ranks, chanting,
'We are God's chosen people.'"

Incorporated as the Church of One
Brotherhood (described more fully
in One's corporation newsletter)
they modestly plan to institute
a Prince Johnathan Hall and Guid-
ance Center, a Ruth and Naomi Wo-
Men's Residence, an Our City of
Angels Memorial Hospital and Me-
dical, Dental & Psychiatric Cli-
nic, (why no Paul and Timothy E-
mergency Outpatient's Clinic for
Removal of Thorns in Flesh?) a
One Brotherhood College of Philo-
sophy and the Social Sciences,
a City of David Apartments ~ Re-
creation Center for the Aged and
a Gardens of Lebanon Vacation Re-
sort. All this and no heaven
yet .... They plan to get a build-
ing soon as they raise $100. I
should think they might need a~
least two or three.
Obviously some legitimate approach
to the religious needs of homosexu-
als is called for. This is hardly
the answer, though it ought to be
a profitable scheme.

TO THE READERS:
Thanks to readers who make better
coverage possible here by sending
in clippings. What we print de-
pends on what we get. It often
takes more than one clip for ade-
quate story. Follow-ups particu-
larly .... Please watch local
papers (and all magazines) for
items for this column. Include

name and date of newspaper but
avoid writing on face of clip. .
.. Thanks again. Your response
makes this column.
SURVEY:
Wash. DC cop citing motorist on
Lee Hiway when 2 pedestrians took
off for bushes. Pvt. Orme caught
one, described as rugged-looking
type, took his gun and $150, locked
him up. Awhile later another
'rugged type' entered precinct

house, saying, '1'm the other man
you want for those Virginia stick-
ups.' Told astonished cops that
since his best and only friend was
nabbed he had to give up. ~ou
see, we were stir bud d Le s five
years with a Virginia road gang-
gOt the rap for breaking and en-
tering. We both had time in re-
formatory before. Well, when we
got off the road gang we were
going straight, And did, too, for
two months.'
Judge Armona Scott clears Wash. DC
man after conflicting testimony
on who chased who from film-house
can to balcony and back before
vicecop Louis Fochett (previously
warned in Court for making 'ad-
vances' to make arrests) charged
'indecent proposal.'
Minot, N.D. July 55: Body of 15-
yr-old boy found weighted down in
Mouse River. 5-month mystery (boy's
girl-friend's father irrationally
suspect) till 28-yr-old sign paint-
er, held on morals offense with
farmworker, confessed murder. He
told of homosexual affair with
German youth while in Army, and
interview with Army psych-doc
(who said, 'That's your tough
luck') about his sex problem.
Got undesirable discharge. Back
in Minot where he'd grown up in
broken family and opened business.
3 weeks later, carrying gun, he
picked up and killed schoolboy ..
.. After confession, many people
most riled by 'irresponsible' Army
policy of 'sloughing off these
people without any sort of trea t-
ment, and shipping them home with-
out telling anyone.'
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they issued more traffic tabs -
$10 minimum.
Japan cops miffed by ~omance
Seats' in theatres: bed-like cush-
ioned affairs in closed comPart-
ment with draw drapes .... Hedda
Hopper gushing about ehas. Laugh-
ton's life as millionaire Jamaica
beachcomber: ~aves roll in gent-
ly, like a leaf turning over. Ca-
lypso boys make the evenings gay
with their mad music' .... Local
cops raid theatres showing Stede-
film Monika. . . .NBC-TV gets pro-
test and praise when Lloyd Bridges
adds few shock words to scr1pt in
lynch drama.
Times Sq. bookdealer arrested on
'dirty sidewalk' summons, released

when showing it illegal to obey
law: ordinance prohibits side.alk
sweeping during day ...• ~risco
pundi t Herb Caen says, 'If you're
a flower fancier, it ma, tickle
your fancy to know that AUstra-
lian hybrid lilies, called ~rim-
son Queens,' are invadin, the US
for first time .... 'Reports
Christine in love with a bandlead-
er .... Olympia, Wash: Playing
it safe, state employee at work
on st. Pat's Day with hair dyed
hal f green, hal f orange. . . .
LA vicecops raid apt. after man
offers to sell ball point pen for
$20 adding a girl for free ..•
.Spain says brothels close in 3
months .... Galveston Ministerial
Assn. praised new Open Town' May-
~r Clough's raids on brothels,
changed minds when he said city
to net $1000 a month in penal-
ties. Besides, 'The madames don't
mind.' ..•. LA student being
Bridied back to 17th Cent. Germany
when vicecops burst in looking for
dirty pictures. Why not Bridie
vicecops back aways? Might find
something hot.

Feb: Rep. A. Scribelli's bill
(requiring psychotests of camp
counsellors to spot sex deviate
tendenci~s) opposed by YMCA of-
ficials. Sen. Geo. Evans says
~endencie~ don't seem to mean

much in practice.
Springfield prOposal to convert
Court Square to parking lot: pro-
ponents decry 'unsavory moral re-
pute' of park - 'Sodom and Gomor-
rah.' Parking Comr. Thomas Cos-
tello says, 'I think this park out
here has had more people arrested
than any other part of the city
for committing unnatural acts.'
Mar: Rep. Armand Tancrati of
Springfield and Rep. Ruether of
Williamstown, sponsors of pend-
ing bill for $4 million state hos-
Dital to treat sex deviates at
Belmont (Tancrati campaigned wide-
ly among PTA's fop measure - on
which $105,000 already spent)
howled when Gov. Herter in spe-
cial message urged Legislature
drop plan for cheaper and better
treatment by new Sex Offenders U-
nit, operating thru Courts and re-
gular correction institutions ...
.Gov. Herter also urged ratifica-
tion of compact by New England
Govs. Conference (already adopted
by N.Y. and Conn.) providing in-
terstate cooperation regarding
mental patients.

gun,' then found marijuana.
Pennsylvania: In recent recap of
1939 gangland murder, Phil. News
described victim and a friend as
much alike. gentlemanly, soft-
spoken - 'This John Doe was a
handsome fellow. He was tall,
slim, blond and blue-eyed. He
never cursed and-he never drank.
Such a good-looking devil that
he posed as a girl when he was on
the lam.'
Same day, Phil. In1uirer ran fea-
tures on ~orridors of Crime' -
the subway concourses. 'Thei r
labyrinthine turns, blind spots
and side alleys furnish uncounted
1urking spots for the pervert, the
mu gge r , and for juveni 1e gangs
bent on what mischief they can
find.' Subway Co. doesn't patrol
V~ miles of tunnels and cops on
job usually ~ongregate around
cashier's booths' ($142,000 on
city books annually for police
patrol). In 1954 at one spot in
Broad st. Concourse: 50 women re-
ported attacked in 7 months. . 'Sex
deviates use the Broad st. SUbway
as an 'underground railway,' con-
gregating wherever the Morals
Squad is not, making its rest
rooms convenient places of assig-
nation, and getting away easily on
passing trains when police are
called.' Police Comr. Thomas Gib-
bons says proper job would cost
another yearly million.
Pittsburgh art dean Vincent Nes-
bert, representing 'the classic
conception of art,' decries male
students in tight jeans. 'Why
it's - it's positively indecent.'
Nude models are another thing. He
dismissed one girl who wanted at
least to keep her sandals on.
Massachusetts: Nov: Reading man
freed by Superior Judge Forte af-
ter 7 days in Bridgewater hosp. on
commitment by stoughton Judge Gro-
ver. Driving thru Stoughton, man
sto~ped at Postoffice, was charged
with improper act when stooping
for d·ropped stamps. Judge Forte
said arrest by local police il-
legal on federal property.

Michigan Senate got 3 bills from
House allowing indeterminate sen-
tences (one day to life) for sex
offenders without first deter-
mining they are sex delinquents.
Detroit' $ Prophet Jones booked
recently on morals charge of vice
squad plant - 14 of flock also
held. Prophet, famed for fancy
dress, lavish parties and piano
with built-in bed, lately plagued
by debts, as fabulous gifts turn
out to be unpaid for. Loyal flock
followed him to jail howling, 'All
is welL' ... Saginaw girl calls
cop~ her purse with 35¢ swiped
at policeman's ball.... Dearborn
cops soon to cruise in cars of
'pretty reds, pinks, blues, etc'

- black is so drab.
Colorado: Montrose Dist. Judge
Hughes ordered convicted sex of-
fender castrated, assuming oper-
ation would halt sex desires.
State medical officials delayed
operation temporarily - dissent
on legality. Victim, given choice
of castration or life in prison,
chose former .... Englewood Ma-
istrate Wm Young filed heavy libel
suit against Denver Post which at-
tacked him for bouncing charges
against man said to have proposi-
tioned youth. Englewood City
Council (5-3) ousts Young as ma-
gistrate.
Manchester, Ky.: Twin brothers,
21, on trial in death of grocer
who stopped their fight with his
grandson - who'd refused to dance
with brothers .... Milwaukee al-
derman candidate Roderick Peter
Lanser asks namechange to Rod -
'full name sounded too effemi-

ate' •... Union City, N.J. cops
raid bookie spot, find among pat-
rons deputy chief's father and
brother, city detective, police
lieut. and mayor's aide ....
Watertown N.Y. city officials vote
on ordinance forbidding dogs to
bi te dogs. . . .D.A. office tell s
L.A. grand jury: violation of ci-
tizen's rights no felony. Jurors
drop actions against 2 cops who
illegally handcuffed young wife
while searching her apartment 'for

ODDMENTS:
Defense witness identifying
slayer in Indianapolis trial,
pointed to alternate juror.
Judge recessed court to quiet
hawhaw .... Chicago's 81 gal-
cops oppose uniforms - uncompli-
m~ntary to ma~ure figure. . • .
New Ennis (Tex.) mayor threatened
to fire cops if didn't get busy;
praised and promised raises when

Absolute freedom of the press to discuss
public questions is a foundation stone of
American liberty.

Herbert Hoover
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INTERNA TIONAL
News from other countries; trans-
lations and selections from homo-
file magazines abroad.

Moral Re-Armament in Germany

When the Moral Re-Armament program was touring Germany,
Jack Argot who is familiar to most of our readers for his
earlier articles. bought one of the books they were of-
fering entitled Remaking Men by Dr. Paul Campbell and
Peter Howardt Arrowhead Press.

Says Mr. Argo: 'I bough t this book and was qui te
struck by the enormous misunderstanding and misconception
expressed in it. In general the authors talk about meth-
ods of identifying and recognizing homosexuals in public.
In America and Europe, these men,point out, the majori~y
of homosexual s wear buckskin shoes. They prefer green rri
their dress. They also use their handkerchiefs more fre-
quently than is necessary. ' •.• administration offici-
als, school directors and army officers should learn how
to change these people,' the authors add."

In protest to this kind of drivel Mr. Argo wrote the
following letter to the director in charge of Moral he-
Armament because, as he says, 'I feel it is necessary to
discuss all problems in connection with homosexuality,
since the Re-Armament movement is more and more spread
allover the 'free world' and since millions will be in-
fluenced ny the ideas proclaimed through MRAofficials in
their publications'.

To: Moral He-Armament
Director in Charge
Remaking Men - The book, the idea.Subject:

Sirs:

I have just seen your excellent play The Yon i sh ing Is-
l and here in Hannover and I was anxious to buy mysel f- one
of the books you offer to tell me more about your move-
men t , So I wen t and bough t Di e Kun s t Menschen zu ande rn
hy Dr. Paul Campbell and Peter Howard, who may not be
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working in your program but whose ideas I imagine are
shared by you.

In this book I have found many paragraphs on homo-
sexuali ty. I mysel f am a homosexual. And in so far as
this book might present some correct or new ideas on the
subj ec t , I am, of course, in terested. But, on the con-
trary, in it I find only complete misrepresentation of
the .s u bj e c t.,

As a wri t e r , T am re ad by seve ral thous ands 0 f sub-
scribers of various homosexual magazines in Germany,
Switzerland, and the United States. Our opinion, often
expressed, is that homosexuality 1S not created by the
will of the person involved. People are born homosexual.
Therefore, a homosexual cannot under any c i r cums t an c e s.
alter or change himself by just willing it.

The authors of the above mentioned book should have
taken the trouble to study carefully all the facts cur-
rently being disclosed and discussed before attempting to
wri te such a book. After all, they canno t hope to impress
anyone, least of all homosexuals, by presenting a conglo-
meration of erroneous ideas. The book is filled with
broad generalizations that mean next to nothing. Most of
the short-comings pointed out as belonging to homosexuals
also apply to heterosexuals, a fact the authors would have
discovered had they examined the situation' more objective-
Iy.

Itis ridiculous what these men have to say about the
colors of dress homosexuals seem to prefer. I believe
even Dr. Kinsey would laugh at it. I myself hate green
colors and certainly cannot stand any buckskin shoes. I
do not use any perfumes at all and detest effeminate be-
havior. What the authors say may apply to some homosexu-
als, but the connection would be coincidental. And there
will remain the majority of homosexuals that these gentle-
men will not be able to discover through the signs they
have liked to believe in.

To identify promiscuity with homosexuality as authors
Campbell and Howard do, is naive. The homosexual is ca-
pable of a lasting and devoted love. You in your pro-
gram ask for absolute faithfulness in love. I predict
that the world cannot be saved if we cast out those who
are unable to love the opposite sex, but are absolutely
able and willing, to love their own. Love in its pure
sense transcends such petty classification and definition.
It is actually up to you people to help stop the hatred
against homosexuals if only because of humanity and jus-
ti ceo

It 1S true that some homosexuals may be identified in
public, and apparently lack the ability to love. And some
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do run only after sexual intercourse. but this fault is
partly the burden of the heterosexual majority which per-
secutes them for sharing a behavior common to a large num-
ber of their own kind.

I could continue to point mt many mistakes the authors
of this book made for one reason or another. But I must
close. I would~ however~ be glad to discuss the matter
further with the authors or other persons in charge of the
movement. You should be informed that this letter will
probably be prb l i she d in our little magazines and that any
replies you might make will be treated the same. For we
feel that it is necessary to destroy hatred and miscon-
ceptions just as you proclaim in your program. Actua l Ly ,
you could be so much help to us~ if you really love truth
and justice as we do.

Sincerely yours~

Jack Argo

Homosexuality: A Brake on Overpopulation
by W. G. Hamilton

Brakes of every sort must be applied to the world's
speeding population increase of disaster is to be avoided.
Social scientists are today beginning to recognize that
homosexuality is one of the most effective tools available
for controlling excessive birth-rates. The antiquated
'notion that homosexuality was somehow harmful to society
is rapidly giving way to s ane r , more scientific attitudes.
In factt some philosophers now feel that it is indispen-
sable for the well-being of a truly healthy social struc-
ture.

Few problems facing civilization today are more explo-
sively dangerous than overpopulation. 'lhe problem of
population is the problem of our age;' writes Julian
Huxley. The relentless increase in total world popula-
tion goes on at an ever-increasing tempo~ more and more
straining the resources of our planet.

Scientists have been pointing out with increasing alarm
and urgency the simple fact that known food and mineral
resources of the world are far from inexhaustible. This
has al ready been shown wi th tragi c resul ts in those coun-
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tries where insufficient food supplies and faulty diet
have opened the way for disease and destructive social
unrest to take their toll.

Communism itself generally has little appeal in coun-
tries having normal population densities and adequate
food supply. Wars; too are often rooted in population
problems. It is only necessary to cite the overcrowding
which drove Japan into World War II to illustrate this
weLl vk no wn fact.

Can civilization devise no more sensible solution for
this problem than the elimination of millions through
war? Must millions continually be destroyed to make room
for still more millions?

lhe worid's na tural resources are mel ting away befo re
the mad onrush of uncontrolled population growth. This
has long been apparent in the older crowded nations. like
China. To feed the hungry slopes have been stripped of
their forest covering. Marginal lands have been brought
into cultivation. Rains have eroded the hillsides; silting
up r i ve r s , In dry seasons there have been duststorms.
The result: as population keeps increasing the tillable
I and is decreasing.

Elsewhere mines have been ruthlessly exploited; oil
fields pumped far out at sea in the desperate rush to
supply multiplying demands. Congested cities sprawl out
into the countrysides despoiling nature's valuable re-
creational facilities.

A coun try al ready crowded far beyond its capaci ty to
provide for its people is Japan. There ninety million
people have crowded into a few sra al l islands; and are
still multiplying at an undiminished rate. The Japanese
food supply of only 2000 calories per person per day
threatens to fall still lower.

In India three hundred and eighty million people must
attempt to subsist on a daily average calory intake of
less than 1~00. Millions of them are herded together into
the disease-ridden slums of the great cities. Yet; like
compound an t.e r e s t , the flood of new births goes on at an
ever-accelerated rate.

Even more crowded is Indonesiat with a population den-
sity almost twice that of England's; in itself grossly
congested. Lndo n es i an s already subsist on barely 2000
calories per day. No improvement is in s i gh t , while in
nearby Thailand the danger point is fast approaching.

In Europe; by heavy industrialization and world t r ade ,
some countries have managed to obscure their population
imbal ances - Holland; Engl and; even Greece. The fact re-
mains that it is those co un t r i es , like Italy; where popu-
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lation density presses the resources most critically that
have long harbored social problems and serious unrest.

It is no longer possible to close one's eyes -to the
vast dimensions of the world-wide population issue and

ts dangerous po t en t i al s , as millions struggle daily for
adequate food and live under conditions more fit for ani-
mals than humans.

Nor is it any longer possible to avoid the s e r aou s
moral questions involved. It is here that homosexuality
affords such valuable relief, so welcome an answer, for
centuries of effort at control via the heterosexual seg-
ments of society have been ineffective. This can hardly
be denied in the face of such statistics as those coming
from the 1954 Rome 'Conference on World Populations,' held
unde r the auspices of the Uni ted Nations.

It would seem that some new approach is needed if any
substantial progress is to be made, or at least the fullest
utilization of every available resource and weapon. Such
a resource of tremendous potentiality is homosexuality.
Society may well find itself wielding this weapon with
increasing appreciation and effectiveness as its value
becomes better understood.

The important point to recognize in consideration of
the overpopulation question is that the homosexual family
unit does not produce children. Careless thinkers have
sometimes cited this as detrimental to society, in some
unexplained way equating social usefulness with reproduc-
ti ve processes.

Now that indiscriminate reproduction is seen to be the
root of the entire question of world population problems,
the family unit which does not produce offspring is com-
ing to occupy an al tered place in sociological thinking.

The invaluable control-function of homosexuality in
helping reduce the appalling birthrate increase of the
past few decades is seen to merit the closest study. As
social scientists and governmental agencies in various
countries realistically appraise the contribution homo-
sexuality can make toward a solution for 'the problem of
the age,' fresh social patterns will emerge and legal
structures be renovated.

Modern society has the choice-before it of using ave-
nues already available for sol ving its pressing problems,
or of floundering on in the morass of methods that have
proved ineffectual. Homosexuality offers a hand op the
population problem that civilization can ill-afford to
rej e c t ,

"Good morning," she said. "You
must be Thomas. Come in." Her
hands held back the screen door as
the figure made its way into the
small back foyer and waited. "You
don't know how thrilled I am to
have you. So glad my friend told me
about you." The voice continued.
"Just perfectly thrilled."

That was how it began. On that
morning, a clear spring day, Thomas
started working for the Graham fam-
ily. Five years ago he thought as he
watched the huge van backing into
the driveway. This was his last day
of employment with them. He had
refused to go with them south. He
wanted no part of the South. Had
enough of it during his time in the
army. The van stopped at the back
entrance. Heavy footsteps and voices
filled the hallway as the moving
men went about their task of empty-
ing the house.

He dreaded this moving day. Not
because it meant that he would be
in search of another job or that the
jumble and rushing had come about,
but because it meant there would be
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THOMAS
by

Richard F. HaLL
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no more. No more Bobby.
Bobby was the son. He was fifteen

when Thomas started working for
the family. Bobby had dashed in
from school, his blond hair tussled,
the youthful body strained from
running, ran through the kitchen
with a hurried "Hi" and at the
demand of his mother returned and
was introduced to Thomas.

Thomas sat in the alcove facing
the neatly cut lawn. There wasn't
anything for him to do but wait
until the movers had finished and
then close up the house. The Negro
houseman wasn't looking at the
spacious lawn or the neatly trimmed
hedge, but was deeply engrossed in
memories that went with the house.
The years that melted into one an-
other and the changes they brought
about, especially in Bobby. He won-
dered if his servitude far beyond the
limits of his household duties were
fully understood and knew that

. Bobby appreciated the extra things
that were done for him, but did he
understand why? The parents were
away many months out of the years,



allowing an uninterrupted trust in
each other. He had become Bobby's
confidant, advisor and self-appointed
guardian.

A chuckle came from the bronze
figure curled in the alcove as he
amusingly called himself a mammy
and thought of his lil white chile
whom he had protected as a mother
hen her chicks.

He remembered the day Bobby
came in. He was eighteen then.

"Thomas," he asked, "why do men
like to dress in women's clothes?" It
startled Thomas. He lied and said
he didn't know, but asked why?

"Well, Jock, myself and a couple
0' others faked our age and got a
few drinks in a joint and Jock said
the waitress that waited on us was
a guy."

"How did he know?"
"Jock had been in there b'fore,"

answered Bobby, "and saw the guy
showing some of his pals the falsies
he was wearing." Thomas knew of
the joint-the bar; he had slipped
in there many times on his nights
off and also knew the waitress or
the guy.

He walked down the hall and saw
the' movers were only half through
and thought of the coffee that was
left. The pot boiled softly as he sat
on the stool, lost again in the mem-
ories of the echoing-house.

He thought of the time he was in
Bobby's room. Bobby came in, towel
around his waist, the youthful flesh
brightly glistening from a shower.
He pushed Thomas gently on the
bed, his laugh filling the room as
the springs gave way to the weight
upon it. Thomas didn't sit up but
drank in the beauty of the form
before him. He wanted to touch the
well-developed shoulders, clasp the
youthful exhuberant body to him
and tell of the strong impulse that
was surging through him.

"Going out with the girls?" he
asked.

one

"Naw," Bobby answered, "the
boys." A laugh came from him as he
sat in the chair and began putting
on his socks. "The boys." He laughed
again.

"Big joke," Thomas said, wonder-
ing if it was true.

"No joke, Thomas, really ... " One
sock on, he busied himself with the
other.

"Don't think you know what
you're saying," Thomas said, trying
not to show jealousy in his voice.

"Oh, but I do ... " cooed Robby,
putting on one shoe, "and since
you're my private confidant, Thomas,
my man, I will tell you." A chuckle
came from the bended form. "Jock
'n' I met a couple 0' queers and made
a date w' them.

A bolt of lightning shot through
Thomas. He sat upright on the bed.

"And, what are your intentions?"
he blurted out.

"Don't know," answered Bobby,
slipping into a cool summer shirt. A
pair of gabardine trousers covered
the muscled legs as he tightened the
belt. "Anything for the first time.
A night's fun 'n' a lil extra dough."

"The lil virgin goes out," cracked
Thomas, sarcasm in his voice, light-
ing a cigarette, leaned on the dresser,
watched smoke rings form.

"What the hell," laughed Bobby,
"half of 'em are nuts ... all screwed
up,"

"What a way to talk," Thomas
said. He wasn't startled by the
opinion he had just heard. It would
have been wishful thinking to expect
anything different. Bobby, the same
as so many others had been caught
in the web of thought. He dared not
look at the blond figure for fear his
eyes would give him away.

"Hell, Thomas. Don't tell me
you're a queer sympathizer." .'

"I try to think the best of every-
one," Thomas said calmly. His hand
shook with the cigarette and he
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gently put it on the edge of the tray.
"But, why them?" asked Bobby,

stretching on the bed, his long legs
dangling and looking at the colored
man leaning against the dresser in
his spotless white coat and dark
trousers.

"It's quite a story," began Thomas,
"bur I'll try to make it 'brief." He
puffed on his cigarette and contin-
ued. "Maybe it's because I am
colored. What one would call one of
the minority. Suppose I just feel
sorry for anyone that is kicked
around." His voice was solemn.

"Oh, come now grandma," laughed
Bobby, bending his arms under his
head. "You're the same t' me as
anyone else. I think if you hadn't
worked for us and we'd met, I'd
still think the same of you. You're
a great guy and I really mean it."

"Thanks," said Thomas, a faint
smile on his face. He had thought
of himself as an aunty, but never
a grandma. "And, I think that you
have showed it, but there are so
many others that don't see eye to
eye as you do. And, I doubt with
me in my forties if I could keep up
with you and the going out with the
girls." Paused and added slyly,
"And, the boys."

"You don't want me to go, do
you?" the youth asked, looking
straight at Thomas.

"Not with the ideas you have in
mind." Thomas could feel the eyes
hard upon him.

"What 'n' the hell kind 0' ideas
should I have?" questioned Bobby,
getting up from the bed and walking
to the dresser. Thomas knew that in
minutes they would be face to face.
He didn't want that. It must be
avoided. He turned. It was too late.
Bobby had never seen the look upon
the houseman's face before. The eyes
glazed. The mouth twitching ner-
vously and the hands though they
were rubbing one another were
trembling.

l
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Thomas dared not say anything
.. not just then. He could see the

tall blond figure through the dazed
eyes clearly and could feel his heart
beating wildly against his shirt. The
flames from his private hell were
lashing hard against the walls in-
side of him. He wanted to cry out
to be released from torment. To be
free. Freed by his tormentor so close
by. The battle was almost at the
breaking point as he became oblivi-
ous of everything until Bobby spoke.

"What should I do Thomas? What
kind of ideas should I have?" The
voice was serious as he leaned on the
dresser, drawing closer to Thomas,
the smoke casting a faint screen.

Years of composure Thomas tried
to build as he toyed with the designs,
running his fingers over the lacey
patterns, afraid to look into the face
again for fear his world would crash.

The time was ripe, yet Thomas
knew the allotted time would not
allow him to gap the chasm that
stood between them. He wanted to
reveal his true self and tell how it
felt to be one of the nuts. The
screwed-up type of guys.

"The idea of prostituting yourself
f' one thing and disrespect the other.
Find out what a person is like or
leave them alone," he replied quietly.

"Okay, Grandma," Bobby laughed,
taking his hat from the closet and
walked to the door. He looked back.
Their eyes met again. The clear blue
eyes looked into the glazed pair as
the trembling hands rubbed each
other. "S' long, Thomas."

Thomas heard the car back out of
the driveway and wondered if the
seeds he had sown would become
fertile.

Thomas watched the moving van
disappear. He latched the door.

"It's a funny thing," he said half
aloud, as he walked down the drive-
way to await the coming bus, "I'll
never know."
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Homosexuality and Biology

by Serge Talbot

"It is important to understand that, where you
say 'against nature,' the words 'against custom'
would suffice. " A. Gide, Corydon, p. 4?

'Biology,' says Jean Bos t and , 'has arrived at the point
in its evolution where the consequences of its discoveries
are reaching man himself.' (Thoughts of a Biologist, p. 49)
What light does it throw upon the problems of homosexual-
ity? What judgement does it permit me to make concerning
that instinct of man - man whom Jean Rostand sometimes
calls 'this grandson of the fish,' sometimes 'the absurd
animal who was to invent integral calculus and dream of
justice? We shall study in succession: bi-sexuality,
the inexactness of the sexual instinct, the role of sexu-
al i zing sec retions and the new modes of procreation which
are of the nature of legitimate foresight.

Between fetichism and homosexuality there is a major
difference. 'In fetichism a congenital fetichistic dis-
position consistent in its expression does not exist;
one cannot imagine that there exists an inborn state in
the individual which is a speci fic handkerchief fetichism,'
writes Krafft-Ebing (Psychopathia Sexualis, p. 721) Feti-
chism is an associative perversion. On the contrary,
homosexuality, from the biological point of view, is the
devel opmen t 0 f s econ dary s exu al cha r ac teri s ti c s exi sting
in all human beings. Every person has bi-sexual tenden-
c a e s ,

'Sexual generation,' writes Bergson, 'is perhaps only
a 1uxu r y for th e plan t.' (E vol uti 0 n ere a t r ice, p , 130 )
Certain lower animals are today bi-sexually organized.
In the hermaphroditism of the coelenterates the male ele-
ment is scarcely differentiated. Thus monosexuality e-
volves as issuing from bi-sexuality: 'The greater part
of the cirripeds are hermaphrodites, but, however, ac-,
cording to Darwin, there exist in some species of them
dwarf males extraordinarily simplified to the point of
being only that which is necessary as a seed-carrier with, a j 2 (
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neither mouth nor digestive apparatus; one ffnds two,
th r ee , or four of them on each female. Darwin calls them
complemen tary males.' (Gidet Corydon, p. '55)

On t?e actual scale of e vo Lu t i.o n , the tendency of
nature r s to generate monosexual individualst with the
sole purposet remarks Lester Wardt 'of crossing the here-
ditary germs' (cited by Gi de , p. '51). But this destruc-
tion- of the opposite sexuality has not yet been completed.
Krafft-Ebing indicates the following point; 'Just as the
appendix vermiform of the cecum reveals ancient stages
of o r gani zat io n , so they are found also in the sexual ap-
paratus of man and worn an , an abstraction drawn from the
malformations of hermaphroditism (that i s , as the partial
expression of the excess of development or the arrested
formation of the sexual canals and the external genitals).
These traces denote the original ontogenetic and phylo-
genetic bi-sexuality.'

'There are in man the prostatic utricle (remains of
the canals of Muller) and also the nipples; in won.an the
paroophoron and the epoophoron ... ' (Psychopathia Se xua l i s ,
p , 7213)

Other clinical and an thropological facts support the
hypothesis that besides the bi-sexual predisposition of
the sexual apparatus there exists also a cerebral predis-
position. Krafft-Ebing notes that many persons offer
mixed sexual characteristicst especially those in whom
the secondary sexual characteristics approach more or less
those of the opposite sex.

Steinach thinks that he has even found in the tes tides
of homosexual men cells which are not found in those of
the heterosexuals. He calls them F cells because they
resemble certain cells found in the ovary of the woman.
This hypothesis is rejected by other histologists. (See
Krafft-Ebing, loco cit.t p. 727)

That which is established is that man possesses bi-
sexual dispositions. There is inborn in all human beings
that which Sainte-Beuve calls "t ha t gentle caprice of
nature. '

One knows the force of the sexual impulse in the ani-
mal. In the mal e it dominates the most powerful individual
tendencies: hun ger , thirst, and fear. 'The toad,' writes
L. Bonnoure 'Which enters into the nuptial season in a
state of complete starvation, upon emerging from a lo~g
period of hibernation, does not eat anything before sacr~-
£icing to the needs of the species. One has seen roosters
held isolated and without food for many days, then loosed
in the poultry y a rd, satisfy their s~xual ~ppetite before
their hun ge r ," 'The reflex embrace w~th whi ch the male of
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the toads and frogs holds the female gives testimony as
to the force of the sexual ardor. 'Spallanzani (1785) t
in certain cruel experimentst verified that neither the
amputation of posterior or anterior memberst nor decapi-
t a t.i.on, nor the increasing burning of the Legs , loosened
the hold of the embrace.' (Sexual Reproduction and Na-
ural History of Sex, p. 109)

On the other hand the sexual impulse lacks precision.
Breeders have for a long time noticed the homosexual ac-
tivity of dogs, pigeons, ch i cken s , and ducks. The stal-
lion, Samson teaches in his course in zootechnics, 'easily
mistakes the route,' and, 'until he has mounted, the groom
must assist him.' (Gide, loco cit. t p.lO 1)

In man the period of undifferentiated sexual instinct
may be prolonged to the twenty-third year. Until that
time, according to Max Dessoirt the direction of the in-
stinct has not yet a need to attach itself to a deter-
mined end. It is undifferentiated, or, as Freud s ay s ,
polymorphous. The obj ect of the instinct does not need
to belong to the opposite sex.

It is this indecision of the sexual instinct that nature
has alleviated by the superabundance of the male element.
Darwin speaks of the clouds of pollen which the wind car-
ries to the conifers which it tosses abo u t , of 'these
thick clouds of pollen from which only a few grains can
fall by chance upon the ovules.' (cited by Gi de , loco
cit., p. 77) Among the animalst coupling takes place only
when the female is in he a t , but the desire of the male is
permanent. In man the act of procreation is r ar e , once in
ten months being sufficient. It is a happy circumstance
for the males, slaves of the spur of de s i r e , that the act
of procreation is not the only means of giving them satis-
faction. and that there exists a type of behavior 'to
which,' says Sa in t e-Be uv e , 'i t is very easy to become ac-
customed and from which it is very difficult to become
detached. •

'The science of man has furnished us certain unwise
precisions,' writes Jean Rostand. 'We now knew the exact
molecular constitution of certain substances which con-
dition the differentiation of the sexes. We know these
substances well enough to represent them by letters and
figures; we prepare them by way of synthesis; we obtain
them as beautiful, white polyhedrons. It would be to use
language with slight scientific p r es i cion , butt in shortt
not erroneously, to say that femininity and masculinity
are crystallizable.' (Thoughts of a Biologist, p. 58)..

If one form has the feminine form and soul, it owes
it to an alcohol complex, or sterol. If a man has the
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masculine form and soul, he has them from another sterol
scarcely di fferen t from the first. The sexualizing se:
cretions which condition the differentiation of the
sexes affect equally the instincts, tendencies. and
desi res. In .impregnating the nervous system, these two
chemical forces color minds and souls. 'So that where
the testosterone controls, attraction will be strongly
felt for the forms which the folliculin has modelled.'
(Jean Hos t.an d , I'o c , cit., p , 59)

In their laboratories the biologists bring about strange
experiences. One reverses the sex of a pullet by intro-
ducing a chemical substance into the embryo. Another
establishes that male toads, if they are castrated at an
early age, may be changed into females, develop true ovar-
ies and lay fertile eggs which produce tadpoles, children
of two fathers. Another, a third, brings about in the
capon the development and swelling of the comb, the abi-
lity to crow, and the belligerent disposition with the
testicular fluid of the bull or the bear. 'One affirms
that animals castrated before sexual maturity do not have
the sexual instinct; but that rabbits with the gonads re-
moved and submitted to injections of propionate of tes-
tosterone become capable of coupling, (Daval and Guille-
main, Psychology 1. p , 433)

Crew has indicated the case of a hen, and Riddle that
of a female pigeon, which, following a tubercular in-
fection, acquired the male sex. 'Nothing prevents one
f rom supposing that in the human species as well an in-

.d i v i du aI can acquire in the course of his development
and under the influence of exceptional conditions the
opposite sex from that for which he was designed by his
chromosomes.' (Jean Hos t an d, b r om the Fly to Man, p. 121)

In submitting an organmsm to the combined action of
masculinizing and feminizing substances, one is obliged
to realize the characteristics proper to the two sexes:
'By a castration followed by a double grafting, ovarian
and testicular, one succeeds in producing bi-sexual in-
dividuals. There is no neutralization of the masculini-
zing effect but rather a superposition of the two effects.
The animals carrying an ovary and a testicle do not take
a single aspect nor do they adopt a form of behavior in-
termediary between the masculine and the feminine; they
exhibit the traits and instincts of both sexes. Sometimes
an alternating of masculine and feminine phases can ~e
observed under the influence of the double chemical apph-
cation.' (Jean Ftostand, loco ci t , , p. 123-130)

Every organism contains the potentiality of
the charac teris tics appropriate to both sexes:
ferentiation of sex is determined by certa1n

real i zing
The di f-
ch emi cal
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forces presenting minimal differences of structure and
whose physiological activity may be transformed. The
androsterone can have both a masculinizing and a femi-
nizing action. The esterone and the estradiol; following
the nature and dose of the solvent; have both masculinizing
and feminizing properties in the differentiation of the
batrachian. 'The ovary of a mouse transplanted into the
ear secretes a masculinizing substance. Ihe urine of a
stallion contains strong quantities of estrogenic sub-
stance; which seem to be'derived from the male hormone
produced by the gonads.' (Louis Gallien, Sexuality, p.
114)

Man is not responsible for the direction of his sexual
instinct. All that society can rightly require of him is
that he dominate his instinct sufficiently not to encroach
upon the rights of others. 'Whether one wishes it or not;
whatever idealism one professes; the edifice of human love;
with all that the word implies of bestiality and of sub-
limation; of madness and sacrifice; with all that it sig-
nifies of the frivolous; the moving, or the terrible; is
constructed upon minimal; molecular differences of some
derivatives of phenanthrene.' (Jean ho s t an d, Thoughts of
a Bio logist, p. 59)

Homosexuality is a congenital type of love and conse-
quently justified. It is not a neurosis; but a variety
of which the biologist offers numerous examples.

'The function of woman;' said Auguste Comt e , 'if it
could be accomplished without the participation of man;
would become more noble; more altruistic; and would serve
a collective purpose as much in its origin and exercise
as in its result afterwards.' (Politique Positive, IV, t58;
cited by Jean Rostand) Parthogenesis sometime may be
able to realize this dream. Already the biologist by
puncturing an egg with a stylet filled with blood has
brought a tadpole into existence without a father. Ar-
tificial parthogenesis has been obtained among numerous
invertebrates; ba t r ach i ans , fish; and even among the mam-
mal s , one; the rabbi t , The day could be near when human
beings are born without a father.

Ihe male can equally pretend to descendants which have
need only of him. Ihe biologists have succeeded with an-
drogenesis among the batrachians (frogs and salamanders).
'It is a matter here;' writes Jean ho s t an d , 'of elimi-
nating the maternal nucleus; so that one causes to be
born a product which has all the cellular nuclei from
the paternal nucleus only. In order to assure this eli.-
mination, one submits the egg to the action of a radio-
active preparation (radium or meso th e r iumL, or further;
intervening after fertilization, he destroys the maternal
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nucleus with a heated needle, or extracts it with a fine
pipette. Finally it is possible with a ligature or sec-
tioning to amputate the portion of the fertilized egg
which includes this nucleus.' (Jean ho s t an d , New Pro-
ceedings in Animal Generation, in Science and Life, Janu-
ary, 1954) Feminine cooperation becomes reduced to shel-
tering the food reserves of the ovule and lending a re-
po s ito r y for the foetus.

Tomorrow, doubtless, humanity will use to its ad-
vantage these strange formul as. Parents will no longer
be content with the gifts of chance. Man will renounce
the illusion of immortality for descendance. 'We shall
necessarily leave to our children a portion of ourselves,
but when in their turn they pass on to the new being a
portion of themselves, it will be impossible to foresee
what part of that part will be ours; it can vary from all
to nothing. When our immediate descendants have passed,
we do not know what we shall become; we are not even as-
sured of a minimum of permanence.' (Thoughts of a Bio-
logist, pp. 8-9) One day perhaps it will be the pri-
vilege of a genius to be drawn out into many examples.
'That day,' the biologist has said, 'humanity will be
th e mi s t res s 0 fit s des tin y . '

Sexual equality is today a justified moral claim. To-
morrow it may lie at the basis of new modes of procreation
which will permit the biologist to mold individuals.

(Translated from the French by M. Arcadie, Mai 1954
p. 23}
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BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS~~~rr~
.:~

Notices and reviews of books. ar·
ricles, plays and poetry dealing with
homosexuality and the sex variant.
Readers are invited to send in reo
views or printed matter for review,

MAN ON A PENDULUM .
American Press, $3.50

. Dr. Israel Gerber

Dr. Israel Gerber is a distinguished young rabbi who
has done some work in the field of psychiatry. In his new
book; Man on a Pendulum, subtitled A Case History of an
Invert by a Religious Counselor, he falls somewhere be-
tween the confessional and the couch.

John Collins; Dr. Gerber's subject (one is tempted to
say hero) has led a rather more active sexual life than
most when he comes in all his unhappiness before Dr. Jere-
miah Tanner (presumably Dr. Gerber). Despite the changed
names one has the feeling that Dr. Gerber is quoting ra-
ther precisely in the long sections where the s~bject is
speaking of past experience. John Collins' attempts to
describe his rejection by men of God, his descriptions of
evenings on the prowl; all come alive with a rather un-
pleasant authenticity and apparent accuracy. But the
book is presented as a study of a homosexual's cure and
it is here that one becomes uncomfortable.

The disparity between the hope held out by Dr. Gerber
and the case as stated by 'John Collins' is too great to
acceDt without reservations. In no place is there any
explanation that the homosexual life led by Collins is a
substitute for heterosexuality; one feels that Mr. Collins
has made no attempt to understand himself. Nor does one
feel that in turning to a life of active and constant het-
erosexuality will Mr. Collins make anything more of him-
self than he has before. The sore may disappear from one
part of the body but there is an uncomfortable feeling jt
may break out elsewhere; perhaps in a more dramatic fash-
ion. Perhaps Mr. Collins is learning how to live with
other people. When does he learn to live with himself?
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AGAINST THE LAW . • • • . . • . • Peter Wildeblood
Weidendeld and Nicolson, London, 1955. 189 pp,

In January 1954; journalist Peter Wildeblood (along
wi th Lord Mon tagu of Beaulieu and his cousin) was arrested
for 'corrupting' two very un-innocent servicemen. Their
spectacular trial highlighted England's late anti-homo-
sexual furore; and,resul ted on one year to 18 mon th sen-
tences for each. The term served being customarily shorter
then the sentence; Wildeblood spent a year at Wormwood
Scrubbs (like novelist Rupert Croft-Cooke; earlier tried
on a remark ably simi 1ar ch arge l .

This book (which has sold well in En~land and should
easily justify an American edition') is Wildeblood's own
account of his trial; imprisonment and the resultant
crystalizing of his thoughts about himself as a homosexu-
al. It is one of those rare volumes every homosexual
ough t to read; and then pass on to friends or reIati ves,

(A few years ago'; a young invert; hoping to discover
from books what sort of creature he might be; had poor
pickings - Krafft-Ebing's waxworks and other dated 'sci-
entific' tomes; warped by Freudi an dogmatics; a 'few silly
novels, a lot of pornography; hasty pudding from fatuous
doctors and divines; the inevitable and inadequate lives
of Wilde; the hard- to- find Victo rian wri tings 0 f Symonds
and Carpenter and perhaps bits from Gide, Mann or Proust
_ but nowhere a suitable guide to making the best of life
as a homosexual.

(This situation has notably improved with the advent
of Kinsey; Barr; Cory; Garland; Westwood; Bailey; West
and now Wildeblood - who will shortly add a second book.)

AGAINST THE LAW compares well with Croft-Cooke's VER-
DICT OF YOU ALL (reviewed here; Oct. 55). Croft-Cooke's
novelistic skill gives his book more dramatic flair (and
more engrossing depictiqn of fellow inmates) but his man-
ner was at best prissy; and he lacked the candor (a lack
shared with almost any other English or American writer
who may happen to be homosexual) to say as Wildeblood does:

'I am a homosexual. It is easy for me to make that ad-
mission now; because much of my private life has already
been made public by the newspapers. I am in the rare; and
perhaps privileged, position of having nothing left to
hide. My only concern is that some good may come at last
out of so much evi l, ... 1 do not pity myself; and I do
not ask for pity. If there is bitterness in this book;
I hope it will be the bitterness of medicine; not of
poison.
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'The case in which I was involved has become known as
the 'Montagu Case'; because one of the accused men was a
peer, it received a great deal of publicity. But in es-
sentials, it was not very different from hundreds of cases
which come before the courts every year. These attract
little attention, but each of them implies the downfall,
and perhaps the ruin, of a human being. In the last few
years there had been much discussion of this question,
and many authoritative men and women have given their
views about the prevalence, nature, prevention, punish-
ment: and cure of homosexuality. There have not, I think,
been any among them who coul d say, as I do now: 'I am a
homosexual' •

'I am no more proud of my condition than I would be
of having a glass eye or a hare-lip. On the other hand,
I am no more ashamed of it than I would be of being color-
blind or of writing with my left hand. It is essentially
a personal problem, which only becomes a matter of public
concern when the law makes it so. For many years I had
kept it a secret from my family and friends, not so much
from choice as from expediency, 'and I tried privately to
resolve my own struggle in a way as consistent as possible
with the moral law ..•. When the searchlights of the law
were turned on to my life, only a part of it was illumi-
nated. I am not proud of what was exposed; most people,
if they were honest, would admit that their private lives
would not bear such a relentless scrutiny. It will be my
task, therefore, t.o turn on more lights, revealing, in
pl~ce of the blurred and shadowy figure of the newspaper
photographs, a man differing from other men only in one
resp ec t •••• '

While Croft-Cooke says much about the shortcomings of
legal and p e.naI systems his aloofness drains away his
effect. Not so with Wildeblood. What very little he
may lack in finesse and pace he more than makes up for
in honesty, clarity and passion. This is not, however,
as the Times Literary Supplement, said, a bitter book, by
a 'man with a string of grievances.' It is not a tract.
It is a strong story, well told. And a story which, with-
out unnatural forcing, comes up with some answers.

Some cri tics in the London press were shocked by Wilde-
blood's attack on British class consciousness. They also
objected to 'prejudice' in his surprise that the same
lawyer who so eloquently defended Croft-COoke should with
equal eloquence, as prosecutor, vehemently express horror
at unthinkable immorality in this case, and Wildeblood' s
conclusion, regarding those 1 awyers who defend one day and
prosecute the next, .that 'At the end of a long career at
the Bar they must have become like stones, washed clean of

. all regard for truth - and it was then, by a singular
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stroke of irony, that they were made into judges.'
He was more astonished, but heartened, to discover how

he was received back in all circles without prejudice
after his release. He was bemused by the general effects
of his imprisonment. Far from curing his anomaly, the
prison conditions were at best such as to e?courage it,
and by his trial and imprisonment, he was actually set
up as' the chief spokesman in England for the homosexual
cause. And this book is eloquent evidence that bigotry
against homosexuals may unwittingly have produced one of
the best spokesman for the homosexual.

Lyn Pedersen

THE JUNGLE OF LOVE . . . . . . . . Robin Maugham
Avon Publications, .Inc. Copyright 1955 by Robin Maugham.
Published by arrangement with Harcourt, Brace & Co.
Printed in U. S. A. Original title: Behind the Mirror.

This new novel of Robin Maugham (known for his other
books of deep psychological insight: The Servant, Line
on Ginger, and The Rough and the Smooth) presents a very
interesting and sympathetic picture of a homosexual.

It should not be missed by anyone who is interested in
literature which deals with the homosexual problem with
realism and sensitivity.

The vehicle is rather banal •.. but perhaps it is meant
to be, since the story is presented from the point of view
of a hack script-writer who has uncommon love for his fel-
lowman in his heart and resignation to artistic defeat in
his mind. This approach. however, causes the gallant ho-
mosexual to stand out like a diamond woven into a rug of
dr'ied grass.

The book is full of little ironies and asides on the
hypocritical and self-righteous attitudes prevalent among
heterosexuals. One of the choice lancets was •.. 'During
the long night it had occurred to me that if we were less
tolerant of cruelty and more tolerant of illicit love the
world might be a happier place.' (p. 110)

To tell the plot would be to lessen the effect of the
story.

--- Sten Russell
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RELIGION
~~~

Real & Counterfeit
by
R. H. Crowther

The subject of religion has been treated so often and
from so many aspects in the pages of One that it would
seem by now that few essentials remain to be spoken. Yet
thoughts concerning religion constantly recur in the minds
of those connected with One, and for that matter there is
scarcely a meeting among thoughtful and informed homo-
sexuals where the subject of religion does not at some
time or another enter seriously into the conversation.
In this respect, as in most others, the homosexual is no
different from the thoughtful and informed heterosexual,
who seeks among religious values for guides to right con-
duct, and for concepts and inspirations which elevate in-
dividual character and uplift the standards of society
generally.

Throughout human history, so much has been said and
done in the name of religion that it is often difficult
to distinguish the real, potent factors of religion which
determine character and conduct and present a forceful
picture of the spiritual goals of man's destiny, from the
many questionable notions and acti vi ties which 0 ften mas-
querade under religious trappings. Those who have been
close to One during recent months have witnessed a rather
bizarre outbreak of fanaticism which appears to fall in
the latter category. Religion has so often been used as
a name for dogma, superstition, hysteria, theatrical dis-
play, intellectual and social tyranny, and other negative
or vicious elements in human experience, that we cannot
be over-careful about how we use the word, and about how
we ally ourselves with activities which seem to carry re-
ligious associations.

Whether wisely or not, but probably for the sake of
being consistently rebellious, homophiles readily extend
the non-conformist attitude far beyond the limits of ro-
mantic or sexual matters, in to many other phases of tradi-
tional cu I ture. For this reason, many become easily in-
tolerant and dissatisfied with the routine dogmas, rituals,
and formulas which are characteristic of the world's major
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r eI i gi 0 usa c t i vi tie s . Th ere is a di s t ru s t for c r e e d s
which are repeated day by day, many of whose terms have
become absurdly archaic, and some of which, by current
semantic values, are a direct affront to reason. Also,
homosexuals have not felt particularly welcome in reli-
gious activities which heap special and dire anathemas
upon in cl ina tion s fo r whi ch th ey are no t responsi bl e ,

It is not to be wondered that the homophile - to the
extent to which he 'feels himsel f a part 0 f a distinct and
homogeneous group - desire religious expressions which
will be harmonious wi th his own emotional and social ex-
perience. The heterosexual is inwardly and socially sta-
bilized - often confined - by the institutions of marriage
and the family, and looks to religious values to contri-
bute a sense of spiritual freedom. The homophile, often
at loose ends both inwardly and socially to the point of
complete irresponsibility, looks to religious values to
contribute the stability which he cannot find in his e-
motional and social circumstances, and the power to direct
his life along socially constructive lines. There is a
serious temptation, and possibly also a serious need, for
homosexuals to stand together upon a religious basis. If
this were to come about, there would be an equally serious
danger of falling into the same pits of unreason and in-
sincerity which engulf a great deal of the world's reli-
gious though t. Many noble soul s have arisen to preach the
eternal things of life and the spirit as distinguished
from the transitory things of the flesh; and humanity has
hastened to build crumbling monuments of stone to their
memories, while desecrating the spirit of their teachings
in daily li fe.

The word 'religion' has lost a good deal of its meaning
for most of us. We tend to apply it to anything which
purports to deal with God and with a tradition and a lit-
erature regarded as sacred. We presume, meanwhile, that
we know God, and that we also have infallible means of
distinguishing sacred from profane things. Since either
presumption is rash, any group desiring to find for the
first time a community of religious ideas and ideals would
do well to consider seriously, at the beginning, what re-
ligion should be to the individual and to society.

Religious thought and language, like many other branches
of thought and language in this complex civilization, has
become compartmentalized. We fail to connect it clearly
even with other closely related fields, such as philo-
sophy, sociology, esthetics, and science, and we usually
do not connect it at all with the so-called 'secular'
affairs of life. Yet if religion has an intellectual
and emotional content supposed to be centered aro~nd. a
God, a unitary Creator of all experienced th in gs , a t 1S
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difficult to see how religion could fail to have a close
bearing upon all other aspects of our thought and being.

It woul d, of cour s e , be fantastic to expect our limited
human thought to comprehend fully the power and design
which have brought the apparent universe into he in g, along
with the phenomona of life, growth, and human individual-
ity. So long as the human man must do its thinking in-
side its small cage of sensory conditions, it is not like-
ly that it can project itself wholly outside this cage
and understand, with finality, just how the cage came
about and what experience might be like witho¥t it. Yet
we have a right to expect of religion that its statements
about God and the unities of spirit be at least consis-
tent with the objective discoveries of science; and we
also have a right to demand of science, of art, of philo-
sophy, e t c , t that they try to reconcile thei r principl es
and terms with the central concepts of religion.

Actually, few efforts have been made in either direc-
tion, and al though many of these have been milestones in
human t.hi nk i n g, they do not seem yet to have made much
impression upon traditional beliefs. Also, the best of
these efforts seem to have been made by persons of scien-
tific, rather than religious training. One would expect
the opposite until one reflects that religious thought
has not yet acquired an intellect to match its very real
emotional co n vi.c t i.on , that it acts in a sphere in which
reason has not yet become effective - a sphere, in f ac t ,
in which reason is often frowned upon as the most powerful
threat to dogma. Therefore, it has been left chiefly to
the open and critical minds of science to try to bridge
the gap between scientific and religious thinking - to
bring some idea of God into the proven workings of the
inorganic universe, and into the established facts of
evol u t i on ,

Our most advanced idea of God is that of a unitary
Creator, or creative principle, to which our reason must
try to reconcile, in some w ay , every evidence of exis-
tence. Such an idea of God is unprovablet as a deduction
from this, that, or any other set of particulars, or de-
finitions. It is an idea which either becomes" self-
evident to a p e r s on , or remains non-evident. With it
become gradually associated other ideas of an absolute,
unqualified nature - ideas of e t.e rn i t y , immortality, sub-
tance, go od , etc. whi ch , like the idea of God , are u rr-
derivable by deduction from any limits of evidence. From
out of our substratum of experience such ideas are reached
inductively - some would say intuitively - or else they
are not reached at all.
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In philosophical studies, one hears about the 'unities
of consciousness' as distinguished from the separateness
the unrelatedness which characterizes the apparent uni:
verse. but it must be remembered that the individual con-
sciousness itself may be only partially unified. Schizo-
phrenia is nothing more than a hybrid word referring to a
disjointed, ununified condition of consciousness. In a
schizophrenic condition, one is unlikely to realize the
idea of a unitary Cr-e at.o r , This condition, to the degree
that it exists, is"a contradiction to the quality of u-
nity; and one cannot realize in the universe a qu aLi t y
which cannot be discovered within oneself. By reverse
logic, howev~r~ the person who achieves unity in his own
consciousness, through effective use of his powers of
memory, reason, and understanding, finds thereby his first
and clearest outlines of the idea of God; and thereafter,
everything in the universe becomes suggestive of God.

A corrrnunity of religious interests within a group would
naturally include those who were already in sympathy with
religious values, as it would also naturally exclude those
who took no interest in such values. The basic sympathy,
however unreasoned, for the idea of God has to occur spon-
taneously within the individual. It is communicable only
to those who already have the spiri tual soil in which this
idea can take root and grow. These condi tions seem to be
basic to any sound social expression of religious convic-
tions. From this point on, reason must enter the picture
if religious experience is to grow beyond its first emo-
tional, irrational persuasions into ideas which can ac-
tually explain human nature and its environments. There
is, per set something wrong wi th religious ideas which
cannot explain the actualities of our experience, just
as there is, per s e , something wrong with bodies of de-
rived knowl.edge whose premises or statements are incon-
sistent with the central ideas of religion. Our religious,
socialt and scientific ideas - even though they never be
totally related - cannot rationally be in contradition
as to their major assumptions.

Stereotypes o f language, symbol, or ceremonial spell
failure for any effort to approach religious values in a
progressive, original manner. In religion, the idea of
God is the sole constant; all else, including our own
personalities, is His creativeness and growth, and the
endless ch ange s of relationship which creation and growth
entail. Stereotypes in religion a r e , in fact, a flat de-
nial of the very principle supposed to be operative in
religious ideals and practices. No type of thought should
be so free from stereotypes as religious thought. Every
new sect or cult reflects the instinctive effort of per-
sons to shake loose from traditional stereotypes in the

\
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religious field. Howeve r , the ones who spurn old stereo-
types most vehemently are usually those busiest inventing
new ones. Few, if any. modern religious groups seem to
have succeeded in eliminating the stifling atmosphere of
formalism. The tendency of the human mind to seek solace
in fixed images or patterns of thought is a formidable
one. In its proper place among the worldly institutions
necessary to societYt this tendency is desirable and use-
ful. But in the religious sphere it must be avoided at
all costs as the primary barrier to spiritual and intel-
lectual freedom, and therefore to true worship.

Religious ideals have the necessary obj ecti ve of spread-
ing good to others. But this latter - the end product of
religious practice - is very often taken by itself to con-
stitute the whole of religion. There can be no more cer-
tain formula for misdirected charity. So long as our re-
ligious concepts fail to include a r a t i.on a.l , reasoned
ou tlook upon the world and oursel ves , and upon scien tific
and so ci al knowl edge as presen tl y developed, we are sur e
to fumble badly in applying to our fellow-man the truths
and the convictions which are associated with religious
experience. If 'faith without works is dead.' it is e-
qually true that works without faith is blind. and that
faith without knowledge is blinder still.

In religious matters. we are still very weak on the
thinking end of the scale. As a start to correcting this
si tua t ion , there are many questions which should be ask ed ,
and an swer e d, and the answers understood. What are the
basic assump tions of our most advanced r el i gi ous though t?
How is the indi vidual, in the various phases 0 f his Li fe ,
related to these assumptions? How far can we trust our
present records of the world's religious leadership in
reflecting the true meaning and essence of this leader-
ship? What could be done to clarify these records and
to bring th em, and modern derived knowledge. into the
necessary harmony of thought? How do religious truths
bear upon individual thought and co n du c t , and how may
they best be reflected in the social laws and processes
of justice which regulate this conduct? Fi.naLl y , how may
these same truths be translated fully into terms of the
practical activities of modern society, so that we may
obtain their full benefits in our social life?

These are some 0 f the maj 0 r ques tions which woul d con-
front any group of minds seriously interested in bringing
religious ideas into complete social manifestation. The
need for this has surely not been greater than at the
presen t time.
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It was a simple Christmas greeting signed Dot. Bill and
Children. For a moment Mary looked at the card without
comprehension. then sucked in her breath quickly as she
identified the sender. The writing was the same - minute
and careful. On the one sidet written along the bottom
were the words, 'Mary. please writet' with please under-
lined.

by and about women

THE FEMININE
VIEWPOINT

The Stranger
by
J. Lorna Strayer
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Mary stared at the message and tried to interpret its
meaning. Why hadn't Dot written? Why this appeal with
almost a touch of pathos? A quick mental tabulation of
the years added up to ninc. They hadn't quarreled but
gradually drifted apart.

She had asked Dot over for the evening because Carl
would be out. There was little possibility that they
would be disturbed. The warmth from the fire was peace-
ful. There was just enough light to soften the heavy sha-
dows of the room. Dot lay so still that Mary thought she
was sleeping.

'I don't see how you can do this to Carl.' Dot's voice
interrupted the calm.

'Do what?' Mary asked. knowing.
'Be married to him and still love someone else.'
,You?'
'Yes. '
'I love him. But differently. He's not neglected.'
'I'm going to get married and have children.' Dot said

as she stirred in Mary's arms. 'No double life for me.
Only three things will be important - my husband. my
children and my home.'

Dot's announcement had come true. She married Bill af-
ter a short courtship and moved out of town. The announce-
ment of the arrival of Bill Jr. had come lik~ a flaunt
followed by secretiveness.

Mary's first intention was to ignore the note. but a
little hammer of persistence kept pounding at her until
the old pain of awareness was an open bleeding wound.
She knew shd must not read hidden meanings into those few
words. .

The letter was carefully composed. newsy but restrained.
Mary watched Teddy as he started out the drive on his bi-
cycle to the mailbox. She hadn't told Dot about her son.

She had to admit that Dot's note had been disconcert-
ing. For eight years her own life had met Dot's specifi-
cations of husband. child and home.

With a feeling of compulsion undermined by reluctance.
Mary moved to the full length mirror and tried to view
herself objectively. She had never been pretty. but the
face that stared back at her was arresting. The body
still had a quality of litheness. Yet. it was not the
same face or the same body of nine years earlier.
PES
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She thought of Dot and tried to visualize her as she
might look. No present image was imaginable. but only
the provocative Dot of the past.

The room-m~te of college days and shortly afterwards.
Although they got along well. Mary found herself uncom-
fortable and irritable when alone with Dot. It further
angered her that Dot usually lounged about only half
dressed. One evening Dot preened before the mirror and
caught Mary's gaze from her bed across the room.

'I know what you're thinking. That I'm vain and con-
ceited.'

Mary didn't answer. All the reasons for vanity and
conceit were there. Dot's body would be a 'find' for any
photographer. The soft. full but not over-ripe breasts.
the flat stomach. the full pelvis that swung with each
step like a cradle of fecundity. With an odd look on her
face. Dot moved to the wall and switched off the light.
Instead of moving to the empty bed. the footsteps came up
to Mary and stopped.

'Why are you always so cool with me?' Dot's face was
so close that Mary felt the warmth of her breath. Mary
reached out and pulled her close. There was no longer any
reason to fight.

As Teddy returned on his bicycle. Mary rubbed her hand
over her eyes in a useless gesture to eradicate memory.

'Did you mail my letter. dear?'
'Yes. Mother.' Teddy answered.
She almost wished he had forgotten.
From the promptness of Dot's answer. Mary knew the let-

ter had been posted the same day hers was received. Dot
was coming to see her! 'I must see you.' she wrote.

Mary sat by the window and Teddy sprawled on the floor
with a puzzle the afternoon Dot was to visit. Nothing
like that could happen again. she told herself. although
she was aware that her hands were cold with nervousness.
Teddy called for some help with his puzzle. When Mary re-
turned to the window the taxi was pulling away. A woman.
overweight and badly dressed was coming in the walk.

Mary moved to the door. 'Come here, Teddy. I want you
to meet someone.'

With Teddy at her side. Mary pushed her face into a
smile and opened the door to the strange~.
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LETTERS

~

The views expressed here are
those of the writers. ONE'sreaders
cover a wide range of geograph-
Ical, economic, age, and educa-
tional status. Thisdepartment alms
to express this diversity.

To Editor of One:
I have received a copy of your

magazine that had been mailed to
me at a Canton, Ohio, address. I
don't like it a bit. If I have
been put on your mailing list take
it off now. I am no longer a Can-
ton Pol iceman. I resigned some
time ago.

It's bed enough dodging ques-
tionable politics, cheap news-
papers without receiving your
two-bit magazine. If I get any
more mail from your outfit I am
coming to your office and clean
house.

Mr. N.
Massillon, Ohio

Editor's Note: Good! The Edi-
tors have been doing the janitor
work and we DO need help.
Gentlemen:

Enclosed find one hundred drops
to form the ocean .... I know
yo~ 11 use them well.

Mr. B.
New York, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Lambert:
I have your recent copy of

One Confidential which I am glad
to have. I also find the Honorary
Membership card which I appreciate.
It is good of you to be interested
in what we are doing and I want to
thank you and the others who gave
me time when I was in Los Angeles.

Dr. Alfred C. Kinsey
Bloomington, Indiana

Gentlemen:
Please remove my name ....

I think One is doing a good job
but I must be careful. I shall
continue to read you but will buy
my copies at a newsstand.
this is supposed to be the 'land
of the free' but we are not free.
If ever it is the 'land of the
free' I will resubscribe.

Mr. K.
San Francisco, Cal.

Editor's Note: You, as many, have
forgotten the next words. May I
recall to you •••• 'the land of
the free AND the home of the
brave.' You continue to read us
• • • •we' 11 continue to publish.
Dear Sir:

I would like to see in your
publication a serious, factual,
non-fiction article on the aged
homosexual, both male and female.
Something more than just an aside
reference to 'old aunties,' if
that is the term .... How does
age and loss of sex powers effect
their interests, friendships,
loves, conscience, morals, am-
bitions, spiritual gropings, etc.?

This aged portion of the homo-
sexual's life with the resultant
departure of some motivations of
passion and emotion should add
toward a worthwhile and basic
understanding of him as few other
views can, and that is one of
One's purposes.

Mr. R.
Detroit, Mich.
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Gentlemen and Ladies of the Staff:
I have just finished reading

One Confidential. It is a sad
commentary on us as a group. With
our numbers and our resources, you
should not have to be struggling
as you are. Apparently, too many
of us ~re going by on the other
side of the street and playing the
role of Peter in the great drama
which the Christian world has just
re-celebrated. Or, maybe most of
us just don't realize what each of
us could do anonymously through
those who are willing to brave the.
world and front for us, if we each
would contribute $5.00 a year as
an insurance fee for our own fu-
ture. None of us knows when he
may be going to need the help of
an organization like One, and
certainly all of us could do with
an amelioration of the conditions
which surround us, an amelioration
which would be inevitable if an
organization such as you are had
at its disposal $5.00 a year from
each of one million of us. How
much more do the liquor manufac-
turers, cigarette manufacturers,
and movie producers get from our
millions as we search for com-
panionship? A search, which if
it does not lead to a brush with
the vice squad leads to contacts
wi th social groups in which there
frequently is a person who does
have a brush with the vice squad
and freely blabbers names which
go into police files for future
reference. Many of the people
first purged from the Federal
government in Washington, D.C.,
following the questioning of Vice
Squad Lt. Bl i ck by the non-
lamented late Senator Wherry
back in 1950, as I recall, were
persons who led circumspect
lives and went only to private
parties, avoiding the bars and
LafaYette Square and certain
theaters.

I am enclosing a contribution
and suggest that $15.00 go towards
changing me from an annual to a
contributing member and the re-

mainder to go into your 1>ostoffice
Fund,' or, if you wish all of it
into your 'Postoffice Fund,' I
wish I could come forth with an
offer to underwrite your appeal
expenses, and yet I am glad I
can't. One, and what it stands
for, should be a collective ef-
fort, not a few 'angels' carrying
the rest of us on their backs.
After all, in the popular par-
lance, each of us has his own set
of wings. A million pairs of
wings flapping all at once could
create quite a gale!

Mr. B.
Springfield, Va.

Dear Sirs:
I am writing a paper in my

Sociology class on homosexuality
and I am anxious to find material
for it. I would especially like
to get a copy of your magazine as
I have heard much about it and it
might be an interesting addition
to my term paper.

Miss J.
Claremont, Cal.

Dear Sir:
... despite problems, contro-

versies, and even an occasional
arguement, One still remains the
best voice we have.

Mr. H.
Phoenix, Ariz.

Dear One:
Just a IIOrdfor Mr. G. of N.Y.C.

(Feb., 1955 issue). If he needs
more copies of One for his fire he
can have ours, we've got them me-
morized!

Mountains of praise to Eve
Elloree for her art and to Jody
Shotwell for her stories and
poe try.

Mi ss K.
Miss P.
Salt Lake City, Utah
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Dear Sirs:
We homosexuals are a minority

group with generally a much smaller
degree of social visibility than
some minorities, such as the Ne-
gro. We are in for as enthu-
siastic a persecution by members
of the larger society as is any
minority, especially if these
people are sexually insecure
themselves. Unlike most mino-
rities, we do not propagate our
own kind. . . .Whe rever we do
come from (and I refuse to re-
cognize myself as the product of
tragedy), the hard fact is that
we do increase and there is no
more chance for us to resign from
our particular minority than there
is for the Negro to change the
color of his skin. We are de-
finitely not like the reformed
Communist who joins the church
and begins writing for national
publications. . . .Parenthetically,
it would seem obvious that any
homosexual who echoes the common
prejudices concerning other mi-
norities deserves what he gets in
society's treatment of him. We
can't will ourselves out of homo-
sexuality by any conscious effort
of the mind, nor by trying to be
super-conformable to society's
demands in other repects.

In view of these considerations,
I feel it is in poor taste for any
homosexual writer to write of his
fellows in a demeaning manner, even
by implication, unless it be for
some specific literary effect. His
own feelings of inadequacy don't
need to be exhibited for thd edi-
fication of others, especially
the general heterosexual popula-
tion. . . .I say that those who
do will never have that essen-
tial for every human being, a
certain amount of self-pride.

Once I determined to stop
apologizing to anyone for being
homosexual, even by implication,
I found that it was no longer
necessary to hurl imprecations
at my parents for getting in there
and mixing up all those parent-
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child images. And a bounty was
added when I began to learn pride
in my group: a satisfaction of
identifying with my fellows, a
secret comradeship under the stress
of peril, the indefinable thing
which soldiers miss when they re-
join civilian society. As a member
of this group, it was imperative
that I learn the basic truth of
all minorities, that stereotypes
don't fit .... Certainly the
homosexual stereotype is the most
wildly untruthful of all. The
only, trouble with stereotypes is
that they tell much more about the
people who hold them than they do
about those whom they concern.

As these truths have been borne
in on me, my own hunt for homo-
sexual companionship has become
less compulsive and predatory.
Instead, I can look for a good,
solid and permanent circle of
friendship founded on honor,
truth and understanding. The
high turnover in homosexual com-
radeships results largely from
the search for a strangely dis-
torted goal; by re-appraising the
goal one may have a chance. . . .
Let's not be too damn apologetic
for our homosexuality. For my-
self, this life has enough to
recommend it so that I would not
wish to exchange it.

Mr. D.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Dear Everyone:
If Grace Kelly can have a 21

gun salute, Gabrielle Ganelle
certainly deserves like honors.
Her article on "testbook s' should
be syndicated everywhere! I've
read my share of 'scientific
works' and what little knowledge
I derived from them has been com-
pletely over-shadowed by the mass
amounts of confusion they dish
out. Also, it pains me to remem-
ber the many times that my over-
worked eyeballs were thoroughly
singed!

Miss L.
Hudson, N.H •
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The Style-of-the-Month Club Presents:

The PEON PANT & SAILOR SHIRT

Neck Chest Waist Hip Color

-----
Shirt

-----
Pant

Please print or type correctly to speed filling of orders. Add sales tax in California.
Cashier's Check or Money Order only. No C.O.D.

Styled by Mr. Cal.

The Peon Pant is styled after the Mexican Pant
- wraps around and ties on the side, has two
side slash pockets - ankle length with slashes
at ankles for fold-up adjustment. Comes in all
waist sizes.

The Sailor Shirt has deep plunge neckline with
a removable bib - one side striped, the other
in contrasting solid color. Sleeves are 3f4 push-
ups to give large shoulder line, also full action
bat wing effect. Sizes are: S. M. L. XL.

COLORS- ,White - Pink - Helio - Faded Blue
_ Bright Gold - Bright Red - Navy - Black.

Pant - $ 9.95
Shirt - $ 5.95
The Set $14.95

Style-of-the-Month Club
P.O. Box 27071
Hollywood 27, Calif.

Name _

StreeL _

City State
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